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Abstract

Jump performance provides meaningful information both for sporting and clinical needs. Current state-of-the-art in jump performance assessment is laboratory-bound, however, out-of-the-laboratory methods are desirable. Therefore, the purposes of the present investigation were 1) to explore whether utilising a novel analytical approach minimises the bias between inertial recording unit (IMU)-based and jump mat-based jump height estimates, and 2) to provide a thorough tutorial for a sport scientist (see appendix) to facilitate standardisation of jump height estimation.

Forty one women, men and boys aged 6 to 77 years-of-age completed three maximal counter movement jumps without arm swing, which were concurrently registered with a jump mat, and an IMU worn in low lumbar region.

Excellent agreement between the novel IMU-based jump height and jump mat jump height was observed (mean IMU 22.6 [8.3] cm, mean jump mat 22.7 [8.9], mean bias -0.1 cm [95% limits of agreement -4.5 cm to 4.4 cm; p = 0.826], intra-class correlation coefficient 0.97 [95% CI 0.94 to 0.98, p < 0.001]).
In conclusion, inertial recordings conducted with lightweight IMUs worn on the hip provide a valid and feasible assessment of jump height among people with varying athletic ability. Inertial signals have the potential to afford (at least semi-) automated analysis pipeline with low labour cost thus being potentially feasible in applied settings such as in professional sports or in the clinics.
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1. **Introduction**

Jumping performance is thought to reflect lower body power production capacity, and counter movement jump performance is widely utilised as an indicator of athletic ability among athletes\(^1\text{-}^3\), in monitoring recovery from injury\(^4\text{-}^5\), and as an indicator of functional ability among older individuals\(^6\). Jump performance is typically assessed using laboratory equipment, such as a force plate\(^7\text{-}^8\) or a 3D motion capture system\(^8\text{-}^9\), which can produce valid and reliable estimates of jump height. However, there are occasions in which jump height, and jump volume estimates would be desirable to be obtained in a field setting. For example, jumping is an integral part of many team sports, such as volleyball\(^10\), and while appropriate amounts of jumping optimise bone health\(^11\) excessive jumping volume is thought to underpin common overuse injuries such as tendinopathy\(^10\). Moreover, being able to measure out of the laboratory enables assessing individuals in their habitual environment and enables...
participation to those who would be burdened by a trip to the laboratory (e.g. children, athletes recovering from injury, elderly people). Therefore, a need exists for reliable portable equipment to evaluate jump performance in the out-of-the-laboratory-setting.

Portable methods for jump assessments found from the literature include a jump-and-reach device\(^9,12\), a jump mat\(^13-15\), video camera (based on flight time measured from the take-off frame to the touchdown frame\(^16\)), and wearable sensors\(^8,15,17-20\). Commercially available wearable sensors, inertial measurement units (IMU) in particular, have received recent interest. An IMU comprises an accelerometer and a gyroscope and many sensors also include a magnetometer (magneto-inertial measurement unit). IMUs are extremely portable and affordable, as well as being able to be used in various testing environments. As opposed to the other portable options, IMUs do not need to be used on a pre-specified measurement site, and are therefore able to be used even during game play (e.g. football [soccer]\(^21\) and Australian Rules Football\(^22\) have allowed IMUs during official matches). However, the numerical processing required to estimate jump height based on inertial recordings is not entirely trivial to implement. In fact, anecdotally, although wearable devices incorporating inertial sensors are currently being worn in official games for load-monitoring purposes, at least in the Australian Football League, the inertial recordings are more or less ignored partially due to the difficulty in extracting valuable information from the recorded signals. Even when the recordings from the inertial sensors are leveraged, proprietary commercial approaches are often used for jump detection and jump height estimation\(^12,23,24\). This practice is less than ideal in the scientific context and may limit the usage due to the added costs for users with less economic advantages compared to free and open approaches. Moreover, jump height can be obtained from inertial recordings with multiple approaches, e.g. based on the
flight-time and on the take-off velocity\textsuperscript{8,15,17,25}. Therefore a fully transparent, standardised approach to jump height estimation based on inertial recordings would arguably be desirable.

Once vertical acceleration has been obtained from the sensor with the aid of an orientation correction (which requires at the minimum 3D accelerations and rotations\textsuperscript{26}, please see further details under the Methods section), at least three methods could be utilised to evaluate jump height. That is, jump height could be estimated based on; 1) flight time\textsuperscript{8,15,17,25}, 2) take-off velocity\textsuperscript{8,15,17}, or 3) concentric net impulse\textsuperscript{27} (the full derivation of the three methods mentioned is given in the supplementary digital content SDC 1). The flight-time-based approaches are susceptible to changes in posture between the take-off and the landing instants (e.g. tucking the knees while in air would inflate the flight time), whereas such in-flight kinematics have no effect on the take-off velocity or concentric net impulse. Nevertheless, we have found flight-time-based approaches to produce better concurrent validity and reliability compared to take-off velocity-based (and by extension impulse-based as both rely on similar numerical techniques) approaches\textsuperscript{8,15}, and therefore only flight-time based approaches are considered below. Flight time could be evaluated based on the vertical acceleration using at least two methods. That is, one could extract; a) the timings of take-off and touchdown acceleration trace directly to estimate flight time (by utilising a threshold above free fall, akin to how one might do with a force trace\textsuperscript{28}), or one could b) integrate the acceleration signal, and derive the flight time as the difference between the highest (occurs just prior to take-off) and the lowest velocity (occurs just after touchdown) recorded throughout the jump\textsuperscript{8,15}. In practice the best congruence between wearable inertial sensor-based jump height and jump height evaluated with force plates or motion capture have been reported based on flight time defined using the method ‘b’ described above\textsuperscript{8,15,17}. However, it is well-established that the velocity extrema-based timings (method ‘b’) will produce an overestimate of the flight time.
due to the extrema occurring prior to take off (maximum velocity) and after touchdown (minimum velocity)\textsuperscript{8,15,17–20}. Due to the noise caused by the movement of the sensor relative to the body during take-off and landing\textsuperscript{8,29}, it is challenging to utilise the acceleration trace-based flight-time method (method ‘a’), and this approach remains scarcely explored in the literature. Due to the one-to-one proportionality between acceleration and force, one might expect a smaller bias against a contact mat with this method compared to the velocity-extrema method for determining flight time.

The purposes of the present paper and associated materials are two-fold; 1) to explore whether a novel method utilising the acceleration trace to refine flight-time estimate (method ‘a’) might minimise the bias between IMU-based and jump mat-based jump height estimates, and 2) to provide a thorough, transparent tutorial (https://cmj.sport.jyu.fi/) for a sport scientist on the signal processing required to estimate jump height based on inertial recording to facilitate the process of standardisation of jump height estimation based on inertial recordings. All analysis implementation and video tutorials detailing the analysis are included in the online materials.
2. Materials and Methods

A convenience sample of \( N = 41 \) individuals aged 6 to 77 years-of-age were sampled in the 2018 European Researchers’ Night event at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland campus. The exclusion criteria included being unable to safely complete maximal counter movement jumps, or the inability to consent. Inclusion criteria included ability to consent, willingness to take part, and ability to complete the testing safely. In accordance with the local legislation the University of Jyväskylä Ethical Committee provided a letter stating that the study did not require ethical review due to the fully anonymous data collection, and the non-medical and non-invasive study design. The study was conducted in agreement with the Helsinki Declaration. Either an informed written or verbal consent (under-aged participants; \( N = 3 \)) was obtained from all participants, with written informed consent obtained from the guardians of the under-aged participants.

2.1. Protocol

The participants self-reported their age, height, weight and sex, and were asked to wear an elastic belt with a magneto-inertial measurement unit (3-dimensional accelerations \( \pm 16 \text{ g} \), rotations \( \pm 2000 \text{ °/s} \) and magnetic field \( \pm 1300 \mu \text{T} \) recorded at 400 Hz, 400 Hz and 20 Hz sample rates, respectively, NGIMU, x-io Technologies Limited, UK) positioned on the back mid-line at the L3 to L5 level. The participants were then instructed on the required counter movement jumping technique verbally and the experimenter also demonstrated the technique with a sub-maximal jump. The participants were instructed to complete a counter movement jump with their hands on their hip throughout the jump to minimise upper body contribution.
on the performance. They were also instructed to avoid excessive upper body movement by maintaining their gaze on the horizon and asked to jump as high as possible for maximal performance. Two to four practice jumps were then completed followed by maximal effort testing. A short period of rest in the order of 30 s was allowed between jumps, and maximal effort trials were repeated until the two best jumps produced results within 5% of each other. This resulted in three to six maximal efforts being conducted (we only recorded the two last jumps for one participant, and did not record practice jumps for another participant; online materials). The jumps were conducted on a custom-made jump mat, which recorded flight time to the nearest 1/1000th of a second.

2.2. Numerical analysis

All numerical analysis with the data used for calculations, as well as videos explaining the analysis step-by-step are provided at https://cmj.sport.jyu.fi/. Brief scientific description is provided below.

Accelerations were calculated in the global coordinate system by applying a java implementation of Madgwick’s gradient descent orientation estimate\textsuperscript{26} algorithm (Matlab implementation by Madgwick http://x-io.co.uk/open-source imu-and-ahrs-algorithms, a java implementation is included in the online materials). Only accelerometer and gyroscope signals were utilised in producing the orientation estimate in the present study. Accelerations and rotations are sufficient to calculate the global vertical acceleration, and including the magnetometer readings are thus unnecessary. However, in the absence of the magnetometer data the directions of the horizontal accelerations in the global coordinate system remain
undetermined (Figure 1). The algorithm returns the quaternion conjugate of the orientation quaternion needed to rotate the accelerations from the sensor coordinate system to a global coordinate system where the third axis points up along the vertical axis. Therefore, the quaternion conjugate was taken from the returned orientation quaternion, and, thereafter, the sensor accelerations were multiplied with the conjugated orientation quaternion using equation;

\[ \ddot{a}_{\text{global}} = q \ast \ddot{a}_{\text{sensor}} \ast q^{-1} \] (1)

where a horizontal line on top of a symbol indicates a vector, \(a\) = acceleration, \(q\) = orientation quaternion, and \(\ast\) indicates a quaternion product. The sensor accelerations were prefixed with a zero (i.e. \([x, y, z]\) becomes \([0, x, y, z]\)) to turn the acceleration vector into a quaternion for the quaternion product, and the first element was subsequently discarded from the global accelerations vector. Only the global vertical acceleration was considered in further calculations.

Velocity was calculated from the vertical acceleration by trapezoidal integration. Subsequently, a 0.1 Hz high-pass 4\(^{th}\) order zero-lag Butterworth filter was applied to minimise integration drift. In order to detect the jumps the vertical acceleration was then filtered with a digital 2 Hz low-pass 4\(^{th}\) order zero-lag Butterworth filter, and continuous epochs of \(\geq 0.15\) s below 0.5 g were identified from the filtered acceleration as potential jump epochs. The 0.5 g threshold was determined experimentally with lower thresholds consistently (erroneously) identifying one of the oscillations of the accelerometer due to the whipping at take-off and landing, thus shortening the flight time. The potential jumps were
explored by extending the potential jump epoch by 1 s to either direction and identifying the maximum and the minimum velocity from this extended epoch.

The instant of maximal velocity was defined as the take-off instant, and the instant of the minimal velocity was defined as the touchdown instant. The flight epoch was defined as the epoch from the take-off to the touchdown. Subsequently the potential jumps were pruned by requiring that the mean raw (i.e. not filtered) vertical acceleration was less than 0.5 g during flight, flight time was between 0.2 to 0.9 s, and only the first jump of any overlapping jump epochs was retained. This procedure resulted in a manageable number of jumps to manually sort into actual jumps and false positives. The included flight time interval corresponds to jump heights from 4.9 cm to 99.3 cm and was determined based on anecdotal experience. The highest recorded jump height in our laboratory with the protocol utilised in the present study is approximately 75 cm. It is worth noting that jumps utilising a run-up and an arm swing may exceed the 99.3 cm jump height. In healthy older adults, it is also unusual to record jump heights of < 5 cm, and so this was deemed a suitable cut-off. Users may wish to tailor these limits to suit their own population of interest. In addition to defining the flight time as described above (corresponding to method ‘b’ from the introduction), flight time was also determined by refining the take-off and touchdown instants based on the raw vertical acceleration signal (corresponding to method ‘a’ from the introduction). The refinement of the take-off instant was done by considering the epoch from -0.1 s to 0.04 s surrounding the take-off instant based on the procedure described above and defining take-off as the first instant, which had acceleration less than 0.5 g. Touchdown instant was refined by considering the -0.1 s to 0.1 surrounding the touchdown instant based on the procedure described above, and defining the touchdown instant as the last instant, which had acceleration less than 0.5 g.
Jump height for flight times defined with both the method ‘a’ and the ‘b’ was calculated as (the formulation of the equation given in the supplementary digital content SDC 1);

\[ \text{jump height} = \frac{g}{8} \times \text{flight time}^2 \] (2)

where \( g = 9.81 \text{ m/s}^2 \) and the resulting jump height is given in m. The same equation was also used to derive the jump height from the jump mat-measured flight time.

2.3. Statistical analysis

Mean (SD) are reported where applicable. The required sample size was determined based on analysis by Glüer et al.\(^{30}\), which showed that \( N = 27 \) with two repeated measures provides reasonable confidence intervals for assessments of repeatability and due to the statistical evaluation being similar for validity. We included all data recorded and thus the study had adequate statistical power. The validity of the IMU-derived jump height (both method ‘a’ and ‘b’) was evaluated against the concurrent jump mat-derived jump height with mean difference (bias, evaluated with paired t-tests), 95% limits of agreement (95% LoA), Pearson correlation coefficient, and intra-class correlation coefficient (calculated for consistency \(^{31}\), ICC. Method was used as the ‘rater’, and the mean of the method as the ‘ranking’. i.e. ICC\(_{3,1}\)). ICCs were used to describe the correspondence as poor (< 0.40), fair (0.40 to < 0.60), good (0.60 to <0.75) or excellent (≥0.75) \(^{32}\). Statistical significance for the difference between methods was evaluated with a paired t-test. Bland Altman plots \(^{33}\) are presented to
visually display the mean difference and range of difference (mean bias and 95% LoA) between the measurement techniques. Kendall’s Tau (τ) between the mean and the norm of the difference between methods was used to explore whether heteroscedasticity was present and τ < 0.1 was considered not heteroscedastic\(^3\). Statistical analysis was run on Matlab (version 9.1.0.441655, R2016B, MathWorks Inc., USA) and statistical significance was set at \(p \leq 0.05\).

3. Results

A total of 41 women (N = 25), men (N = 13) and boys (N = 3) from 6 to 77 years-of-age took part in the study. Descriptive characteristics are given in Table 1. The mean jump height based on the jump mat was 22.7 (8.9) cm and 22.6 (8.3) cm based on the inertial measurement unit using method ‘a’. Method ‘b’ resulted in mean jump height of 26.7 (7.9) cm. Methods ‘a’ and ‘b’ produced strongly associated results (r = 0.97, \(p < 0.001\); Figure 2).

No significant bias was observed between jump mat and method ‘a’ -0.1 cm (95% LoA -4.5 to 4.4; \(p = 0.826\)), whereas the mean bias between the jump mat and method ‘b’ was 3.9 cm (95% LoA -2.3 to 10.2 cm; \(p < 0.001\)). Neither method exhibited heteroscedasticity (τ = -0.02 and -0.10 for method ‘a’ and ‘b’, respectively). Method ‘a’ produced excellent congruence against jump mat between jump height estimates with an ICC of 0.97 (95% confidence interval 0.94 to 0.98, \(p < 0.001\)) (Figure 3). The corresponding result for method ‘b’ also exhibited excellent congruence (ICC = 0.93 95% CI 0.87 to 0.96, \(p < 0.001\), Figure 4).
4. Discussion

The primary finding of the study was that the methods presented to estimate jump height based on inertial recordings had excellent congruence to jump mat-derived jump heights. The novel analysis method of refining IMU-determined flight time based on the vertical acceleration trace characteristics (method ‘a’) led to no statistically significant bias between the jump mat and the IMU-assessed jump heights. However, in line with what has been reported by us\(^8,15\) and by others\(^17–20\), significant mean bias with respect to jump mat-assessed jump height was observed between the methods when velocity extrema were used to determine the flight time to derive jump height (method ‘b’). Moreover, the limits of agreement were slightly narrower using method ‘a’ compared to method ‘b’. Therefore, the refinement of the flight time using the acceleration signal characteristics seemed to be justified and might be preferable over method ‘b’, despite the latter being simpler to implement.

The present findings are well in-line with previous explorations of the validity of IMU-derived jump height when evaluated against a jump mat, force plate or motion capture in various populations. That is ICCs ranging from 0.83 to 0.98 have been reported in the literature\(^8,15,17–20\). Two novel additions to the numerical analysis of the accelerometry signal were presented in the present paper in that; 1) integration drift was eliminated from the integrated velocity with a high-pass filter, and 2) flight time was refined based on the acceleration (method ‘a’). The former would obviously render the absolute velocity value invalid, but the treatment seemed feasible for extracting the timings of the extrema as required to determine flight time based on the velocity. The latter seemed a rather successful
modification to the main body of literature, and resulted in an ICC at the top end of the range reported in the literature\textsuperscript{8,15,17–20}. Based on the good correspondence and minimal bias compared to a jump mat we suggest that the method ‘a’ presented in the present paper should be considered as a potential standard approach to be adopted for IMU-based jump height estimation.

We have previously shown that IMU-derived jump height based on flight time is repeatable from day-to-day\textsuperscript{8}, and concurrent validity was observed in the present study as well as in numerous other studies\textsuperscript{8,15,17–20}. Taken together, these results indicate that IMUs could be used to evaluate athletic performance, monitor athletic performance prospectively. If the approach was validated for a particular sport (e.g. the effect on reliability of utilising arm swing, which is invariably a part of sport-specific jumping) it could also be used in evaluating the jumping load of an exercise bout. This would be of particular utility in sports such as volleyball where the jumping is specifically suspected to underpin the aetiology of overuse injury\textsuperscript{10}, where labour-intensive video analysis present the \textit{de facto} current state of the art\textsuperscript{12,35}. This sort of individualised load monitoring based on wearable GPS monitors worn by each member of the team is already current practice in some outdoor sports\textsuperscript{21,22}, and could be extended to indoor sports with wearable IMUs. The open source materials with the implementation of the analysis of the present study are meant to; 1) facilitate the adoption and uptake of IMU-technology amongst sports scientists who might not have the time or interest to implement the required numerical analyses, and 2) help standardise the numerical approach used to evaluate jump height based on inertial recordings.
This study had some limitations that need to be considered when interpreting the findings. Maximal positive and negative velocity were used as the take-off and touchdown instants in defining flight time. This will lead to an overestimate of the flight time because maximal velocity occurs prior to the actual take-off, and minimal velocity occurs after the actual touchdown. These instants were used because there is no other conspicuous characteristic of acceleration or velocity that can be used to define the actual take-off and touchdown instants. On the other hand when we refined the flight time based on the accelerometry signal (method ‘a’) we had to carefully fine-tune the parameters (epoch considered for adjustments) for the present dataset. Even though the refinement led to results that were closer to the jump mat results, this requires more human oversight compared to simply relying on the velocity extrema. Whether or not suitable parameters can be obtained for a particular population remains to be explored but, until such time, method ‘a’ may require more laborious human involvement compared to method ‘b’ presented in the present paper. That is, the velocity extrema were consistently identified correctly and could potentially have been used without human assessment, whereas the identification of the acceleration crossing the 0.5 g threshold required human inspection. As such, even though it is apparently less precise, method ‘b’ may be more feasible for continual load monitoring applications. Finally, jump mat is not considered a ‘gold standard’ method for jump performance evaluation. However, jump mats have been shown to exhibit excellent external validity against force plates\textsuperscript{13,14} and thus we decided to use a jump mat as a reasonable reference due to practical reasons.

In conclusion, inertial recordings conducted with highly portable IMUs provide a valid, reliable and feasible assessment of jump height among people with varying athletic ability. While other portable solutions for the purpose exist, IMUs have the benefit of being wearable, and can thus be used to monitor a bout of loading, including training/competition.
Moreover, inertial signals are of the kind that afford (at least semi-) automated analysis pipeline with low labour cost thus enabling widespread use in applied settings such as in professional sports or in the clinics.

5. Perspectives

The miniaturisation of inertial sensors, minimisation of energy demands, and increased data storage capacity has enabled the use of wearable inertial sensors in training load monitoring over prolonged periods of time. Moreover, the measurement range, and resolution of wearable sensors have improved to such an extent as to enable detailed performance evaluation. Anecdotally, sports scientists are not necessarily well equipped with this flood of time series data, and tend to default to proprietary black box software for numerical analyses. The aim of the present manuscript was two-fold 1) to help standardise wearable sensor-based jump height assessment, and 2) to help sports scientists familiarise themselves with the steps required to implement analyses starting from the recorded signals. The former helps with improving the comparability between studies while the latter is a prerequisite for the development of analytical approaches to wrangle the mass of time series data flooding in from wearable sensors used in load monitoring among athletes, and regular people alike.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Sample of the accelerations recorded in the sensor coordinate system (middle pane), and after transformation into the global coordinate system (bottom pane). The top pane shows the orientation of the sensor axes (indicated by the solid, dashed and dash-dot lines; positive Z-axis points into the page) in the global coordinate system at three different instants indicated by the dashed lines in the two bottom panes. Note the change in sensor orientation from standing still (at 82 s) to around the deepest squat (at 82.9 s) of the counter movement observable on the solid and dashed sensor axis visualisations.

Figure 2. Scatterplot between jump heights determined based on inertial measurement unit (IMU) recordings. Method ‘a’ flight time was based on acceleration falling below 0.5 g and raising to over 0.5 g (IMU jump height refined with acceleration). Method ‘b’ flight time was defined as the epoch from maximal to minimal vertical velocity.

Figure 3. Correspondence between jump-mat and inertial measurement unit (IMU) derived jump heights. IMU-based jump height was determined based on vertical acceleration dropping below 0.5 g in the vicinity of maximal velocity and rising above 0.5 g in the vicinity of minimal velocity (method ‘a’). Pane A; Bland-Altman plot. Pane B; Scatterplot.
Figure 4. Correspondence between jump-mat and inertial measurement unit (IMU) derived jump heights. IMU-based jump height was determined based on the flight time defined as the duration from maximal to minimal velocity (method ‘b’). Pane A; Bland-Altman plot. Pane B; Scatterplot.

SUPPLEMENTAL DIGITAL CONTENT

SDC 1. Appendix_Measuring_Jump_Height.pdf; an appendix describing the formulation of the formulae required in calculating jump height based on flight time, take-off velocity, and concentric net impulse.
Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of the volunteers reported by sex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women (N = 25)</th>
<th>Men (N = 16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean  SD  Min  Max</td>
<td>Mean  SD  Min  Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age [years]</td>
<td>47   21   20   77</td>
<td>36   20   6   75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height [cm]</td>
<td>167  6    156 183</td>
<td>173  16   120 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass [kg]</td>
<td>64   8    51   85</td>
<td>72   20   20  90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>